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Florencio Gelabert. Stella, 2015. Scorched wooden trunks, mirrored Plexiglas, 
Styrofoam, acrylic paint and !ixa"ive. 36 x 74 x 32 in (91 x 187 x 81 cm). 
Photo: Alexander Taquechel.

the source of the Cuban historical narra"ive, the o!t-forgo"ten peas-
ant as a par"icipant in rural ac"ivi"ies, fes"ivals, and other cultural 
and popular prac"ices that are at the heart of the island, all of which 
are explored through di!ferent media, from printmaking so key to 
Cuba’s art history, to drawing, pain"ing, ceramics, etching on steel 
plates and tex"iles. 

With each new material and the expansion of his narra"ive, Carlos 
Luna maintains his dis"inct pictographic style. A round ceramic plate 
produced by the famed Talavera Santa Catarina (Mexico), Round 
Plate, 2015, contains his familiar !igural image of a woman, the fe-
male counterpart of the guajiro, drawn in !ine lines and surrounded 
by !loral pa"terns, as fragile as the material itself and as appropriate 
as another image of nostalgia and memory of country life and the 
importance of women. The work of Carlos Luna is based on his mas-
tery of line and his facility in de!ining his story through its manipu-
la"ion as a transforma"ive vehicle of expression. The composi"ions 
remain !lat with interlaced designs that range from thick to delicate 
and contain bold !lat areas that range from monochroma"ic to color-
ful. The adapta"ion of his style to the newest materials is part of a 
strategy to revisit his key themes and is especially successful as he 
transfers his images to tapestry. The 7 large tapestries, a collabora-
"ion between the ar"ist and Magnolia Edi"ions of Oakland, California, 
ambi"iously shi!t his drawings to digital format to be reproduced by 
computers that control the very complex weaving process. In Heart-
breaker, 2015, a jacquard tapestry features his favorite guajiro on 
horseback surrounded by the repertoire of symbols that have long 
played a signi!icant role in Luna’s narra"ives and emerging from 
what appears to be a !laming red background, perhaps the tears of 
heartbreak. For Carlos Luna, art is a journey through daily life and its 
progress is measured through the materials that become a solu"ion 
for each new idea. It is his constant curiosity and re-explora"ion of 
key concepts and philosophies that are the heart and soul of this 
monumental exhibi"ion. 

CAROL DAMIAN

Florencio Gelabert 
Museum of Art + Design, The Freedom Tower 

Commissioned by the Miami Dade College’s (MDC) Museum of Art + 
Design (MoAD) under the curatorship of Jeremy Mikolajczak, the solo 
exhibi"ion by Florencio Gelabert "itled “A Dialogue with Time,” should 
be construed as a journey, as a route on which to pave roads, di!!icult 
and dissimilar trails that shed light on this ar"ist’s trajectory, on Cuban 
iden"ity and the contemporary individual. 

The exhibi"ion “A Dialogue with Time” consists of large-scale instal-
la"ions, sculptures and drawings displayed in three exhibi"ion spaces 
on the second !loor of the MoAD. They are immersive environments 
where light becomes an ac"ive component in the works. Interested 
since the beginning of his career in the unconven"ional treatment of the 
sculpture, Gelabert’s work is a combina"ion of architecture, sculpture 
and ephemeral art. Renouncing conven"ional materials, he incorporates 
the no"ion of objet trouvé to reclaim everyday environments. Bathtubs, 
pipes, rebars, water tanks, furniture become the nucleus from which 
the new ins"itu"ions embodied by these pieces of Florencio Gelabert 
are structured. In this sense, two works stand out: The Site and The 
Wall, both from 2015.

The Wall is a compact concrete structure lined with white "iles and 
split in two at the center. The two heavy fragments, the result of a 

schism that we know nothing about, are connected by an architectural 
structure (rebar) that, like a spine, seeks to uphold the dignity of the 
collapsed wall. The polysemic "itle cons"itutes a clin d’oeil of two 
levels of lecture. On the one hand, it is associated with the metaphor 
of impossibility or personal barrier; on the other, the wall with an 
ideological containment barrier.

In the interplay with the material, an essen"ial component in Gelabert’s 
proposal, it is essen"ial to dis"inguish between two levels. The !irst is 
associated with discarded or waste material, which at a conceptual level 
involves no"ions such as reclaiming the city as a fundamental human 
enclave and the urgent need to recuperate the historical memory. The 
second entails the incorpora"ion of falsi!ica"ion, a disturbing sign that 
introduces imposture as aesthe"ic a""itude.

Ruin II and Ruin III (2014), created with polyethylene foam, stucco, 
brick and acrylic paint, demonstrate this concern with forgery. Conceived 
as monoliths and suspended on transparent pedestals, both structures 
recreate traces of ruins that appear to stand as the sole survivors of an 
ex"inct distant culture that nonetheless feels close to our own. They are 
arcane witnesses of our own existence and o!fer unmistakable traces 
of self-annihila"ion.

Stella and The Rest, both from 2015, introduced another central 
element in “A Dialogue with Time:” destruc"ion by !ire as a therapeu"ic 
and crea"ive tool. While Gelabert has been interested in the recovery 
of natural elements since the beginning of his career, these works 
show a fundamental turning point. The cheap materials once used to 
replace natural elements are now replaced by the remnants of log-
ging which are transformed solely by !ire—a purifying, libera"ing and 
regenera"ive element. Stella is an incisive installa"ion that like ivy 
populates the gallery as it integrates into the architecture of the place. 
Instead of avoiding the columns, Gelabert has incorporated them into 
the installa"ion (which give the impression of having been there even 
before the architectural space that houses it). Like Atlases carrying the 
invisible weight of our era, the burnt logs are mounted on a minimalist 
la""ice structure that consists of alterna"ing squares of mirrors and of 
marble !loor, the gallery’s. The use of a grid references two vital his-
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Cildo Meireles. Pares impares, 2011-2013. Acrylic shelf and two pairs of glasses. 
2 3/4 x 47 1/4 x 19 11/16 inches (7 x 120 x 50 cm). Edi"ion of 20. ©Cildo Meireles. 
Courtesy Galerie Lelong, New York.

torical moments. On the one hand, the grid plan, the urban planning 
principle adopted by ancient Greece, and on the other, the Renaissance 
no"ion associated with progress and faith in mankind. It represents 
the physical founda"ion of the installa"ion and the conceptual basis of 
Western culture, the truncated and scorched trees act as inescapable 
historical simile of an historical course, where destruc"ion, slaughter 
and ecocide based civiliza"ion have marked the history of the West. 
Stella is a re!lec"ion and warning cry concerned with the debauchery 
on which we built our existence, while it also stands as a tribute to the 
forgo"ten, the excluded and the silenced. 

Structured from existen"ial an"ithesis such as preserva"ion and 
destruc"ion, memory and oblivion, beauty and destruc"ion, ecology 
and pollu"ion, “Florencio Gelabert: A Dialogue with Time” is a journey 
through the career of this ar"ist. “A Dialogue with Time” is the second 
solo exhibi"ion presented by Florencio Gelabert at a museum in South 
Florida, and follows his 2009 exhibi"ion “Intersec"ions.”

JANET BATET 

 

NEW YORK / NY

Cildo Meireles
Galerie Lelong

There has been much art that has been intellectually challenging, 
issue-oriented and thought-provoking, art that pushes boundaries 
and even a"tempts to rede!ine our no"ions of what art itself is and 
can be. Far rarer is the artwork that manages to be conceptually rig-
orous and visually engaging as well. Rarer s"ill is the ar"ist who can 
be so thoroughly engrossing that a mere illustra"ion, explana"ion or 
descrip"ion of his or her work will not su!!ice. Cildo Meireles is one 
such ar"ist. Since his par"icipa"ion in the 1970 Informa!ion exhibi"ion at 
The Museum of Modern Art, Meireles moved beyond his beginnings in 
Brazil in the late 1960s to interna"ional recogni"ion. Forging his ar"is"ic 

sensibility through Brazil’s Neo-Concre"ist movement alongside such 
peers as Lygia Clark, Meireles explored art that ques"ioned ins"itu-
"ional authority and dissolved the invisible barrier between artwork 
and audience. Informed by the social and poli"ical condi"ions during 
the dictatorship of the 1960s, Meireles channels Neo-Concre"ism’s 
ins"itu"ional cri"ique into works that raise ques"ions and concerns 
regarding systems of power and manipula"ions of percep"ion, all 
the while crea"ing objects and environments that demand an ac"ive, 
frequently physical interac"ion with the viewer and that o!ten engage 
more than one of the senses.

The centerpiece of Meireles’s presenta"ion at Galerie Lelong, his 
!irst solo exhibi"ion in the United States in ten years, is Amerikkka. 
This massive work places viewers under a free-standing ceiling 
angled at forty-!ive degrees that is composed of 40,000 hollow 
golden bullets set against an intense blue background. The bullets are 
of varying lengths and viewing them en masse makes them simulta-
neously overwhelming and also somewhat abstracted. To properly 
view them, viewers must stand upon a base of over 20,000 white 
wooden eggs set into a red !loor. Although one knows the bullets 
are hollow, !ixed, and therefore harmless, the sense of discomfort is 
both implied (the symbolic idea of walking on eggshells), poten"ial 
(the acute angle of the ceiling implies the possibility of becoming 
trapped within or even simply hi""ing one’s head on the sharp bul-
let casings) and real (one must remove one’s shoes to walk on the 
piece and there is a genuine physical discomfort to the experience.) 
While there is a universality to the forms and imagery employed, 
the work takes on a geopoli"ical speci!icity through its "itle, whose 
triple “K” alludes to the Ku Klux Klan, the far right organiza"ion that 
espouses white supremacy and the use of extreme violence. Given 
these references, it is interes"ing that this work has not been shown 
in the United States un"il now.

Aquaurum (2015) is another visually intriguing work that com-
ments on a speci!ic poli"ical situa"ion. Combining the La"in for “water” 
and “gold” in its "itle, this piece is comprised of two crystal glasses. 
Our ini"ial percep"ion is that both glasses appear to be empty; one 
seems to be "inted with a metallic lining and the other is clear. A 
closer look reveals that the !irst is actually !illed with gold, whereas 
the other is !illed with water. Meireles’s na"ive Brazil produces ap-
proximately 12 percent of the world’s fresh water, however, there is 
a chronic shortage in the country’s most populous city, São Paulo. 
Ques"ions of sustainability dovetail with issues of ownership, rights, 
and depriva"ions, even of such basic human needs. While this work 
was made with Brazil in mind, anyone aware of the drought issues 
in California and the ques"ions of poli"ics and power that they have 
raised are all too keenly aware that this problem is not unique to 
that country.

No less provoca"ive yet reminding one of Miereles’s playful side is 
the wi"ty installa"ion pares/impares. This work ostensibly presents 
two iden"ical pairs of eyeglasses set on a clear acrylic shelf, with a 
sharp light projected onto them from below. The light seems to high-
light a crack in the lens on both glasses, in the same spot for each 
pair, reinforcing their iden"icality. A more careful and closer inspec-
"ion reveals that while the lens is indeed cracked on one pair, for the 
other the crack is actually in the shelf itself, and the light projects the 
image of the crack onto what is actually an un!lawed lens. What could 
be dismissed as a simple trick takes on added meaning by engaging 
the idea of looking—the use of eyeglasses and light—and the need 
to once again physically impose oneself by ge""ing literally right up 
to the piece (thereby shi!"ing one’s perspec"ive and paradigm) to 


